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 RFID are small wireless devices that can be used for identification of objects 

and humans. With development of RFID technology and increasing the use of 

this technology in everyday life, the Security issues in these systems have been 

growing in terms of importance day by day. In 2012 Wei-Chi Ku and Yi-Han 

Chen Proposed a new efficient mutual authentication protocol for passive 

RFID that provides confidentiality, un-traceability and efficiency. This paper 

demonstrates that Wei-Chi Ku and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol has a serious 

security problem and proposes a new protocol to prevent this security problem 

by some changes. Furthermore, the capability of our method for improving, 

confidentiality, untraceability, and data integrity is discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

Systems based on radio frequency identification (RFID) in the past were used to identify physical objects. 

Due to the importance of RFID in everyday life, the need to maintain security and Privacy in these 

systems has been increasing day by day. To maintain the security and privacy, authentication protocols, 

as the core of secure communication in RFID systems, are used. RFID systems use radio frequencies to 

communicate themselves, and they were used on World War II to identify physical objects for the first 

time (Cole et al., 2008). 
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RFID system consists of three parts: RFID tags, RFID readers, and a back-end server. Communication 

between tag and reader is via radio waves through the wireless channel while the relationship between the 

reader and the server is through a wired channel. An RFID tag is embedded in an object and has an 

identification number that is used to identify an RFID-tagged object. Tags include a processor, antenna, 

and connection element. The reader is formed from a radio frequency unit (including a transmitter, and a 

receiver antenna) and a control unit (including CPUs, memory, and control circuits), (Yeh et al., 2011). 

The use of the authentication protocols for RFID systems is a safe way to protect privacy and eliminate 

the security threats to these systems. These protocols for performing valid and reliable authentication 

between RFID system components, and also covering the issue of identification, are steadily improving 

(Zuo, Y., 2010). 

In 2008 Song and Mitchell classified the attacks to the RFID authentication protocols into two groups, 

weak attacks and strong attacks (Song and Mitchell, 2008). 

Weak attacks: In this type of attack, the attacker can potentially benefit from two ability, One the 

capability of the listening to the communication channel between tag and reader (passive attack), and the 

other capability of changing the messages that are exchanged in the communication channel (active 

attack). The Attacker is able to use these two abilities, to attack the RFID systems protocols (Rizomiliotis 

et al., 2009). In the following, we will review the attacks that are in this group.  

Impersonation attack: Attackers can masquerade as the reader or the tag to pass the authentication by 

garbling data and thereby earn illegal advantages (Aghili et al., 2018). 

Replay attack: In this attack, an attacker uses a previous relationship between the label and card reader 

for successful authentication between tag and reader (Van Deursen et al., 2008). 

De-synchronization attack: In this attack, the goal attacker is permanent down of the communication 

between tag and reader in the next contacts. For example, to perform operations that Cause the tag 

updates information shared with the server, while the server has not done this. In this case, the next 

contacts between the label and server However, both of which are valid but it will not be able to 

authenticate one another (Lo, N. W., 2011). 

Strong attacks: In these attacks assume the attacker is able to gain confidential information of the tag 

with any way possible including physical attack, or possession of tag. This assumption is reasonable 

despite the cheap tags (Song and Mitchell, 2008). 

Following instances of the attacks that are in this group are reviewed. 

Forward tracing attack: In this attack, the attacker is assumed to have all the information of the tag at 

time t and all messages of the channel before the time t  have been listened enough. Now it must be 

reviewed to know whether the attacker can track the tag at the arbitrary moment twhich  t t  (Habibi 

and Aref, 2015). 

Backward tracing attack: in this attack like backward tacking assume that the attacker has all the 

information of the tag at time t. The other assumption in this attack is that the attacker has listened all 

messages of the channel after the time t  . Now it must be examined that whether the attacker can trace 

the tag at the moment t t or not (Habibi and Aref, 2015). 

 In this paper, we propose the improved version of Wei-Chi Ku and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol that both 

preserves its features and solves its security problems. The remaining sections of the paper are organized 

as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews of Wei-Chi Ku and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol. Section 3 gives a 
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security problem of Wei-Chi Ku and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol. The improved protocol is presented in 

Section 4, while Section 5 discusses the security and the performance of the proposed protocol. Some 

conclusions are presented in Section 6.  

2. Review Wei-Chi Ku and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol  

In this Section, we review the notations used in Wei-Chi Ku and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol (Ku and Chen, 

2012).  

The notation used in Wei-Chi Ku and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol is defined as follows: 

• 
TN : The random number generated by tag 

• 
RN : The random number generated by reader 

• iK : The tags authentication key  

• FLAG: represents whether the previous session is safely terminated (FLAG = 0) or not (FLAG = 

1) 

2.1  Initialization phase 

In this phase, the system, makes a unique EPC code and k to each Tag, and store the corresponding 

information in the Database. EPC code and K can only be aware of the database and Tag, then reset the 

value of the Flag to zero (Flag=0).  

2.2 The authentication phase 

The detailed steps of the authentication phase are presented as follows. 

Step 1. 

Reader →  Tag: RN  

The reader generates random number RN and forwards it to the tag. 

Step 2. 

Tag →Reader: ( 1, ,FLAG A M ) 

Tag generates random number TN , and generates A and 1M  as follow: 

( )T iA N PRNG K= 
 

R TN N N = −
 

1 ( )i iM EPC PRNG N K=   
 

Tag sends massage 1, ,FLAG A M  to reader and sets FLAG = 1. 
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Step 3. R forwards (FLAG, A, M1, NR) to DB. 

Step 4. DB performs as follow 

• Case 1 (FLAG = 0):  

DB sequentially retrieves the stored 
newK   and 

DBEPC  in each record to compute 

( )T newN A PRNG K =   

R TN N N  = −  

1 ( )DB newEPC M PRNG N K  =     

If none of the stored DBEPC  equals the retrieved 
DBEPC , then DB keeps silent and terminates this 

protocol run. Otherwise, DB computes 

T TN N =  

N N  =   

( )T newQ PRNG N K=  

old newK K  

Next, DB updates newK  with a random number, then computes 

2 ( ( ) )newM Q PRNG N K=  
 

and then sends (M2, B, Object-Data) to reader. 

• Case 2 (FLAG = 1): 

DB sequentially retrieves the stored Kold*, Knew*, and EPCDB* in each record to compute 

( )T xN A PRNG K =   

R TN N N  = −  

1 ( )DB xEPC M PRNG N K  =     

If the computed EPCDB* equals the stored EPCDB, X is set to either ‘old’ (if Kold* matches) or ‘new’ (if 

Knew* matches). If no match is found, then DB keeps silent and terminates this protocol run. Otherwise, if 

X = ‘old’, DB computes 

T TN N =  

N N  =   
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( )T oldQ PRNG N K= , 

then updates Knew with a random number, and computes 

2 ( ( ) )newM Q PRNG N K=    

( )newB CRC N K=  . 

Now DB sends (M2, B, Object-Data) to reader. If X = ‘new’, DB computes 

T TN N =  

N N  =   

( )T newQ PRNG N K=  

old newK K . 

After that, updates Knew with a random number, and computes 

2 ( ( ) )newM Q PRNG N K=    

and then sends (M2, B, Object Data) to reader. 

Step 5. Upon receiving Object-Data, reader forwards (M2, B) to Tag. 

Step 6. Up receiving (M2, B), T computes 

( )T iQ PRNG N K=  

2( ) newPRNG N K Q M =   

If PRNG(ΔN)* equals PRNG(ΔN), then T computes 

( )newB CRC N K =  .
 

If B* equals B, then T sets 

i newK K
 

FLAG = 0. 

3.    Weaknesses of Wei-Chi Ku and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol  

In this section, we show that Wei-Chi Ku and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol has the following security 

problem. This problem is as follows: 

3.1  Forward security problem:  
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In this section, we provide Forward tracking attack on the W protocol and we will show that in this 

protocol tags are vulnerable to Forward tracking attack. The attack is provided by Oufi, and Phan’s 

formal model (Phan et al., 2011). 

Phase 1 (Learning): 

At this phase, the attacker will choose two tags, T0 and T1 to engage with them, and sends corrupt query 

to gain T0’s i+1 session’s secret values ( 0 0

1 1,
T T

i iK EPC+ +
). 

Phase 2 (Challenge): 

At this phase challenger generates a random bit 0,1b  and depending on what number is b, chooses 

the tag  0 1,bT T T  and gives it to the attacker. After receiving bT , attacker again sends Execute(R,Tb,i) 

query and gets (
1 2, , , ,b b b b bT T T T T

i i i i R iA M B M N ). 

Phase 3 (Guess):  

With the information obtained from the learning and challenge phase, the attacker will perform these 

steps. He first calculates 0

2 1(96:191)bT T

i iM K +=  and ( )bT

iA PRNG =  . Now attacker can 

easily detect which tag he has had Communicated in challenge phase. He guesses b  as follow: 

0

1 2
0  ( )

         
1

b bT T T

i i R iif EPC M PRNG N
b

otherwise

 + =  − 
 = 

  

And so, the resulting advantage for attacker is equal: 

( ) ( ) ( )
1

                  
2

UPriv

A b b bAdv p T chosenat random p T chosencorrectly p T chosencorectly= − = −  

1 1 1
Pr( ) 1

2 2 2
b b = = − = − =  

Proof:  

Because EPC is constant in all the sessions we have: 0

1
bT T

i iEPC EPC+ = , according to this point, the 

proof is continued as follow: 

If 0 bT T=  we will have: 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 1 2 1 1 1(96:191) (96:191)bT T T T T T T T

i i i i i i i iM K M K K K K K+ + + + =  =   =  

0T

iK =  

and 

0 0 0 0( ) ( ) ( ) ( )bT T T T T

i i T i iA PRNG A PRNG N PRNG K PRNG K  =  =    
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0T

TN =  

also, we have:  

0 0

2 2( ) ( )b bT T T T

i R i i R iM PRNG N M PRNG N    −  =  −   

0 0 0 0 0( ) ( )
T T T T T

i R i T i i R iEPC PRNG N N K PRNG N  =  −   −   

01

2

T

iEPC⎯⎯→  

3.2 De-synchronization attack: 

With a little attention to the messages M2 and B, the attacker can easily implement de-synchronization 

attack between tag and reader. The attacker allows to hold a session between the tag and reader. Now 

attacker blocks M2 and B messages in the fifth stage and stores them. We know that the length of 

( )TPRNG N  and ( )PRNG N  are equal, so M2 is as follow: 

2 1( ) ( )T i iM PRNG N PRNG N K K +=     

Therefore, the value of 1i iK K +  is easily separable. Now the attacker can change the new sent key, 

which the tag cannot understand. The attacker can generate a random number like K   and XOR it with 

1i iK K + . Thus, the tag will receive 1iK K+
  as a new Key instead of 1iK + . The problem is that the 

tag will evaluate the correctness of new key by generating ( )newB CRC N K =   and comparing it 

with received B. So, attacker should change an argument newN K  of massage B to 

( )newN K K   . To achieve this goal, we use the lemma of CRC (Yi, X. et al., 2012), that is as 

follow: 

CRC(A||B)=CRC ( Ax<<n ⊕ B )=CRC (Ax<<n)⊕CRC(B). 

So, we have: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )new x n new x n newB CRC N K CRC N K CRC N CRC K=  =   =   . 

Now the attacker can compute ( )CRC K   and XOR it with B: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( )

x n new x n new

x n new

B CRC K CRC N CRC K CRC K CRC N CRC K K

CRC N K K

   =    =   

=  
 

Thus, tag will update its key with newK K  , while the center has updated its key with newK  and the de-

synchronization attack will happen. 

4. Improved protocol 

In this section we will propose the improvement of the Wei-Chi Ku and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol. The 

main problem of Wei-Chi Ku and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol is messages and B, that in this section we try 

to solve this problem. We improve protocol by define massage M2 as follow: 
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2 (( ), ) ( )old new TM Rot K K N PRNG N=   
 

4.1  Initialization phase 

In this phase, the system, makes a unique EPC code and k to each Tag, and store the corresponding 

information in the Database. EPC code and K can only be aware of the database and Tag, Then reset the 

value of the Flag to zero (Flag=0)  

4.2 The authentication phase 

The detailed steps of the authentication phase are presented as follows. 

Step 1. 

Reader →  Tag: RN  

The reader generates a random number RN and forwards it to the tag. 

Step 2. 

Tag →Reader: ( 1, ,FLAG A M ) 

The tag generates random TN , and generates A and 1M  as follow: 

( )T iA N PRNG K= 
 

R TN N N = −
 

1 ( )i iM EPC PRNG N K=   
 

The tag sends massage 1, ,FLAG A M  to reader and sets FLAG = 1. 

Step 3. R forwards (FLAG, A, M1, NR) to DB. 

Step 4. DB performs  

Case 1 (FLAG = 0):  

DB sequentially retrieves the stored 
newK   and 

DBEPC  in each record to compute 

( )T newN A PRNG K = 
 

R TN N N  = −
 

1 ( )DB newEPC M PRNG N K  =   
 

If none of the stored DBEPC  equals the retrieved 
DBEPC , then DB keeps silent and terminates this 

protocol run. Otherwise, DB computes 

T TN N =
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N N  =   

old newK K
 

Next, DB updates newK  with a random number, then computes 

2 (( ), ) ( )old new TM Rot K K N PRNG N=   
 

And then sends (M2, B, Object-Data) to reader. 

Case 2 (FLAG = 1): 

DB sequentially retrieves the stored Kold*, Knew*, and EPCDB* in each record to compute 

( )T xN A PRNG K = 
 

R TN N N  = −
 

1 ( )DB xEPC M PRNG N K  =   
 

If the computed EPCDB* equals the stored EPCDB, X is set to either ‘old’ (if Kold* matches) or ‘new’ (if 

Knew* matches). If no match is found, then DB keeps silent and terminates this protocol run. Otherwise, if 

X = ‘old’, DB computes 

T TN N =
 

N N  =   

updates Knew with a random number, and computes 

2 (( ), ) ( )old new TM Rot K K N PRNG N=   
 

( )newB CRC N K= 
 

And then, DB sends (M2, B, Object-Data) to reader. If X = ‘new’, DB computes 

T TN N =
 

N N  =   

old newK K
 

updates Knew with a random number, and computes 

2 (( ), ) ( )old new TM Rot K K N PRNG N=   
 

And d then, DB sends (M2, B, Object Data) to reader. 

Step 5. Upon receiving Object-Data, reader forwards (M2, B) to Tag. 

Step 6. Up receiving (M2, B), T computes 
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2 ( ) (( ), )T old newM PRNG N Rot K K N =  
 

( (( ), ) )old new old newK K Rot Rot K K N N =   
 

Now tag XOR old newK K  with oldK  to obtain their new key. 

then T computes ( )newB CRC N K =  , If B* equals B, then T sets 

i newK K
 

FLAG = 0 

5. Analysis 

5.1 Confidentiality 

Confidentiality means we must ensure that information is only available to those who are 

authorized to access this information (Shi, Z. et al. 2017). The EPC information of tag in this protocol 

will remain secret just like the Wei-Chi Ku and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol. In fact, the only difference 

between our protocol and Wei-Chi Ku and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol is in their fifth round while in our 

protocol the reader sends 
2 (( ), ) ( )old new TM Rot K K N PRNG N=    , instead of 

2 ( ( ) )newM Q PRNG N K=   .  

5.2 Untraceability 

The problem of Wei-Chi Ku and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol was M2 that in improved protocol we defined 

the new massage that is secure against traceability.  

5.3 Data integrity 

Data integrity means that no person should be able to alter or manipulate the exchange 

information between parties of protocol (Su, W. et al. 2007). The new Protocol unlike Wei-Chi Ku 

and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol that was very vulnerable to de-synchronization attack supplies data integrity 

and this is Because of changes in the last round of the Wei-Chi Ku and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol. In the 

new protocol, adversary won’t be able to change massage M2 as he could change it in the Wei-Chi Ku 

and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol, so the new protocol is secure against de-synchronization attack.  

6. Conclusions 

It is observed that with a little change in the Wei-Chi Ku and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol we could promote 

this protocol and have an efficient mutual authentication protocol for passive RFID tags that provides 

data integrity, confidentiality, untraceability, mutual authentication, and efficiency. The improved 

protocol has all features of the Wei-Chi Ku and Yi-Han Chen’s protocol in time complexity, space 

complexity, and communication cost. 
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